
Towing;
Carrying loads;
Driving in sand, snow or hot conditions;
Off-roading.

www.direction-plus.com.au

Visit our website for nearest stockist

DEFENCE

ALSO IN 

OUR RANGE

TRANSMISSION COOLER  KITS

TRANSCHILL

PERFORMANCE KITS

STEINBAUER POWER MODULE

TR+ THROTTLE CONTROLATLAS BRAKE PADS

PRE-FILTER KITS

PRELINE-PLUS

PRELINE CLASSIC

FUEL MANAGER

REPLACEMENT ELEMENTS OIL SEPARATOR  KITS

PROVENT®

REPLACEMENT ELEMENTS

POST-FILTER KITS

FUEL MANAGER

REPLACEMENT ELEMENTS

DEFENCE KITS

ANALOGUE TYRE DEFLATOR

JERRY CAN HOLDER

PRELINE PRIMER

ROCK LIGHTS

SPARE TYRE CARRIER

TYRE REPAIR KIT

PROVENT EXTENDED DRAIN KIT

ACCESSORIES

The Direction-Plus™  Transchill Transmission Oil Cooler kits 
are designed specifically to reduce excessive transmission 
heat caused by:

The Transchill Transmission Oil Cooler can reduce the 
temperature of the ATF by as much as 33oC. A reduction of 
just 11o C can double the life expectancy of the transmission, 
ATF and all internal components.

https://directionplus.com.au/transchill-transmission-cooler-kits/

Scan the QR Code and check all Transchill features.

TRANSMISSION OIL COOLER KITS
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TRANSCHILL

PRELINE

FUEL MANAGER

PROVENT



Direction-Plus™ Pre-filters are designed specifically 
to cope with extreme weather conditions and poor fuel 
quality on diesel fuel vehicles. We offer a range of Pre-
filter kits depending on your needs as Fuel Manager 
FM100 series, PreLine Classic and PreLine-Plus. 

These Pre-filters meet the specifications set by leading 
manufacturers of diesel fuel injection systems, offering 
high degree of water separation, protecting the fuel 
system from corrosion and abrasion.

The Direction-Plus™ Post-Filters by Fuel Manager are 
designed to cope with poor fuel quality on diesel fuel 
vehicles, removing contamination not captured by the 
factory fuel filter.

With 2 micron and 5 micron, the post-filters maximise 
the protection of your diesel fuel system against particle 
contamination and injector failure.

The Direction-Plus ProVent oil separator kits separate 
oil from the blow-by gases by means of an oil separating 
element, reducing the amount of oil in the blow-by gases 
returning to the engine.

Direction-Plus™ ProVent® kits are designed for specific 
vehicle applications, containing all the required parts to 
fit a ProVent to the vehicle. For vehicles with no fitment, 
there are universal kits available that can be retro-fitted 
to just about anything.

By installing a ProVent you remove the oil re-entering 
the engine, avoiding the soot build-up, preventing the 
intake manifold from clogging.

Scan the QR Code and check all Pre-Filters features.

www.directionplus.com.au/pre-filter-kits/ www.directionplus.com.au/fuelmanager-post-filter-kits/ www.directionplus.com.au/provent-oil-separator-kits/

Scan the QR Code and check all Post-Filters features. Scan the QR Code and check all ProVent features.
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